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HIGHLIGHTS

ADVISORY FIELD SUPPORT

Mandates now systematically 
incorporate lessons from previous 
deployments regarding methodology, 
process and substance;

Mandates supported in English, 
French, Spanish and Portuguese

Increase in the percentage of AFS 
missions with national partners as 
part of the team

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN:

Albania, Guinea Bissau, Honduras, 
Moldova, Pakistan

ADVOCACY AND OUTREACH

Notable increase in events regarding 
the military contribution to SSR

Further exploration of the political 
engagement in SSR processes

Opened new relationships with 
non-ISSAT Members also engaged in 
SSR (Denmark, Italy)

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN:

Austria, Belgium, AU Headquarters 
(Ethiopia), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Norway, UN Headquarters 
(USA), UK

KNOWLEDGE SERVICES

ISSAT’s new website launched in 
May 2015 

Mandated for: Review of 
International Security and Justice 
Sector Reform Programming – 
What Works?

New publication: Top 10 
Programming Tools for Security 
and Justice Sector Reform

TRAINING

E-learning on Policing and Police 
Reform completed

Continued engagement to include 
SSR into the curricula of 
peacekeeping training centres

Review and revision of Advanced 
Level 2 Training package under way

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN:

Austria, EU Headquarters (Belgium), 
Finland, Slovakia, Switzerland
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WHAT ISSAT 
HAS BEEN DOING

TOTAL EXPECTED 
ANNUAL INCOME

TOTAL EXPECTED ANNUAL INCOME PER MEMBER

25.6% TRANSITORY

20.2% SWITZERLAND

14.4% N
ETHERLANDS

11.8% N
ORWAY

11.6% UNITED KIN
GDOM

9.6% SWEDEN

5.0% IR
ELAND

1.0% FIN
LAND

0.6% AUSTRIA

0.2% SLO
VAKIA

PROJECT FUNDING

CORE FUNDING

TRANSITORIES

INCOME RECEIVED 
TO DATE
(INCLUDING TRANSITORIES 2014)

CHF 1’740’775
TOTAL INCOME 
EXPECTED IN 2015
(INCLUDING TRANSITORIES 2014)
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CHF 3’133’422

KNOWLEDGE
SERVICES

2011

282 272

577
846

284

2012 2013 2014 2015 (TO DATE)

MANDATES / ACTIVITIES NEW MEMBERS SUBSCRIBED TO THE COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE

IRELAND

NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

SLOVAKIA

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

UNITED KINGDOM

AUSTRIA

FINLAND

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE

8% 26%

66%

ADVISORY
FIELD
SUPPORT

6 7

19

1
TRAINING ADVOCACY

AND OUTREACH
KNOWLEDGE
SERVICES
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Introduction

n January 2015, ISSAT moved 
to the Maison de la Paix (MdlP), 
hence joining the other Geneva 
Centres and achieving a major 

milestone towards deeper collaboration 
and partnership amongst Geneva-based 
organisations working on Peace and Security. 

On the operational level, ISSAT has had a 
busy start to the year. ISSAT has already 
completed five Advisory Field Support (AFS) 
mandates, five Training mandates and nine 
Advocacy and Outreach (A&O) mandates, in 
addition to undertaking its first Knowledge 
Service mandate supporting the UK’s 
International Security and Justice Programming 
Review. ISSAT is also focusing this year on 
developing a four-year Action Plan and Budget 
allowing for a longer term perspective of its 
objectives and work has already started to 
refine its future priorities and activities.

In the area of advisory support, ISSAT has 
continued to support several of its Members 
with follow-on projects initiated in previous 
years, for example Sweden in Albania, Norway 
and UNODC in Pakistan, and Switzerland 
in Honduras. New areas of work have also 
been undertaken, for example supporting the 
European Union (EU) in Guinea Bissau. AFS 
services were provided to both bilateral and 
multilateral Members, and included two joint 
mandates. Of particular note is an increase 
in the number of national partners being 
included in the deployed mission teams. In 
order to provide Members with the latest tools 
and methodologies in SSR, ISSAT has been 
focused on ensuring that lessons learned 
and past knowledge is incorporated into 
the design of future mandates and feeds 
into operational performance. Preparations 
are already underway for eight further AFS 
mandates, including a French review of 
their SSR programming in West Africa.

I
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An initiative by DCAF, and coordinated by ISSAT, 
has created the “Maison de la Paix Peace and 
Security Initiative” which brings together nine 
organisations within the MdlP to search for 
areas where joint activities and collaboration 
will improve international engagement mainly 
in post-conflict, transition and fragile state 
environments. The initiative includes the three 
Geneva Centres (DCAF, GCSP and GICHD), 
Interpeace, the Justice Rapid Response, Small 
Arms Survey, the Swiss Foundation for Mine 
Action, the Geneva Peacebuilding Platform 
and the Graduate Institute (represented by 
the Centre on Conflict, Development and 
Peacebuilding (CCDP)). This initiative aims 
to facilitate more collective inputs into 
international policy, provide a platform to share 

experience and knowledge from operations, and 
to develop where useful joint expertise. ISSAT is 
already seeing benefits from this initiative with 
experience-sharing between the organisations 
and discussions on joint training emerging. 
 
Further details regarding the known mandates 
and activities in 2015 can be found in the 
List of Activities 2015 and the ISSAT Training 
Calendar 2015 attached at Annexes A and B, 
and in the Governing Board Private Space. 
The following sections of this report will focus 
specifically on the continued progress ISSAT 
has made to date, by service line, regarding 
the priorities as set out in the Action Plan 
2014-2015, as well as the Annual Report 
2014. The final sections will present a brief 
overview of ISSAT’s finances, human resource 
capacity, and performance management.  

During the first half of the year, ISSAT’s 
training team has focused its energy on the 
finalisation of the Policing and Police Reform 
e-learning course, which has been developed 
in partnership with USIP and the Norwegian 
Police University College, and with input from 
the UN’s Police Division and Standing Police 
Capacity. In addition, ISSAT has completed 
five training workshops which include a Level 
2 Advanced Training in Finland, the first 
of two ESDC trainings for the Austrians in 
2015, an introductory SSR Course on behalf 
of Slovakia for the Visegrad Group (Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia), a 
one day training for EU DEVCO on SSR and 
the EU Comprehensive Approach to Crises 
and Fragility, and a two day sensitisation 
briefing in peace support operations and SSR 
for the Swiss. Of particular note this year is 
the broadening of ISSAT’s training audiences 
including support to the Bangladesh Institute 
for Peace Support Operations Training 
(BIPSOT), mandated by Norway, and for the 
Visegrad Group. Finally, to ensure that ISSAT 
is meeting the training needs of its Members, 
the training team has begun an internal review 
process of its Level 2 training package.

In terms of knowledge services, ISSAT 
launched its new website at the beginning of 
May which has been designed to meet the 
usability expectations of its ever-increasing 
Community of Practice (CoP) membership 
(2,300 members), and to ensure that the 
overall user experience is consistent with the 
most modern websites. On average, some 
60 new members join the CoP each month. 
There are also a number of new tools available 
online, including the Top 10 Programming 
Tools for Security and Justice Reform, which 
contains a collection of ten commonly used 
tools as well as additional online resources. 

Advocacy and outreach mandates have 
continued to increase in 2015, and in addition 
to the regular capital visits and a variety of 
sensitisation briefings to Members, most 
noticeable this year has been the increase 
for ISSAT support in events regarding the 
military contribution to SSR. In all, ISSAT 
has already completed nine A&O mandates 
and taken part in ten other events. 

In addition to capital 
visits and sensitisation 
briefings, most noticeable 
this year has been the 
increase for ISSAT 
support in events 
regarding the military 
contribution to SSR.

http://issat.dcaf.ch/Share/Private-Spaces/Governing-Board
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he following section provides an 
overview of the way in which ISSAT 
delivered on its key priorities. 

Following a slight restructure in 2015, all of 
ISSAT’s advisors and SSR officers (SSROs) 
now sit in a central pool to support all ISSAT 
service lines, rather than being concentrated 
under AFS. As such, the third AFS Action 
Plan priority is now central to how ISSAT 
functions. However, lessons from AFS 
missions continue to be captured, analysed 
and fed into ISSAT’s methodologies and 
trainings as part of knowledge services. 

The long-term support for the Swiss Agency 
for Development and Cooperation’s (SDC’s) 
programme in Honduras has entered its final 
year, with missions in February and June, and 
a third mission anticipated later in the year. As 
illustrated in the 2014 ISSAT Annual Report, 
there are already a number of important lessons 
and examples of good practice emerging 
from this mandate. Building on this in 2015, 
ISSAT has assisted SDC to work better with 
their partner, the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB), and move beyond what is currently 

more of a co-funding arrangement to a joint 
engagement based on complementary visions 
and mandates, which will give more weight 
to dialogue with the national authorities. The 
upcoming mission in June will continue to 
strengthen the programme’s results indicators 

Advisory Field Support

At the end of 2014, ISSAT identified its key priorities 
and areas of focus in AFS as follows:

1. Continuing to deliver high quality AFS support 
to Members’ SSR programmes; 

2. Providing support to Governing Board Members to build strong 
capability and credibility to assess, design, implement, monitor 
and evaluate support to security and justice sector reform; 

3. Contributing to other service lines to bring 
added-value to its Members.

for better performance, as well as support the 
national authorities to strengthen their criminal 
investigation units, and coordination with the 
justice sector. Discussions are also currently 
underway regarding how the programme 
can assist the national authorities develop 
their criminal justice and police training.

One of the challenges often facing embassies 
or missions whose staff members have to 
cover multiple political, economic, security and 
development topics, is ensuring the necessary 
in-depth technical knowledge and capacity to 
help shape security and justice reform support 
processes. In March 2015, ISSAT provided 
support and advice to the European Union 
Delegation (EUD) participation in the SSR Joint 
Assessment Mission (JAM) carried out by the 
African Union (AU), the United Nations (UN), 
the EU, the Economic Community of West 
African States (ECOWAS), the Community of 
Portuguese Language Countries (CPLP) and 
the African Security Sector Network (ASSN). 
The SSR JAM mission was undertaken at the 
request of the Guinea-Bissau government 
and led by the AU in the framework of its 
multi-partner supported SSR Capacity 
Building Project. Its purpose was to assess 
the security situation on the ground, in order 
to identify priority areas for SSR support in 
the immediate, medium and long-term. It also 
proposes (non-binding) recommendations for 

One of the challenges facing 
embassies or missions... is 
ensuring the necessary in-depth 
technical knowledge and capacity...
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stakeholders and partners willing to support 
a nationally-led, inclusive and comprehensive 
reform of the security sector. As part of 
ISSAT’s commitment to including a capacity-
building element to each mandate, ISSAT also 
delivered a security and justice sector reform 
sensitisation for the EUD and its member states 
represented in Guinea-Bissau. The sensitisation 
covered JSSR principles, processes and 
practice, through contextual discussions of 
specific challenges for Guinea-Bissau in the 
defence, police and justice sectors, as well as 
drawing on examples from other countries on 
cross-cutting areas such as local ownership, 
transitional justice, gender and sustainability. 

ISSAT’s on-going mandate supporting Norway 
and the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime (UNODC) to assist the Punjab police 
(Pakistan) to undertake a comprehensive 
assessment of their police education and 
training system is designed to contribute to 
decision making within the Punjab police 
regarding their reform process. It will also 
help shape future international community 
support. Given that an assessment of the police 
education system had not be done before, 
and the sheer size of the police force, the 
mandate underlines the importance of process 
management and structure as a means of 
facilitating greater ownership, acceptance of 
outcomes and sustainability. Key to the design 
of the assessment was ensuring a level of 
ownership amongst the senior levels within the 
Punjab Police and the Provincial Government, 
while also ensuring that the findings could be 
objective, credible and independent. There was 
also the need to build capacity within the police 
to co-lead and participate in the process, while 
gathering lessons and sharing the experience 

with other Provinces that had expressed an 
interest in undertaking their own assessments. 
The team envisaged for the process is a 
joint Punjab Police/International team, and 
a Steering Group of senior Punjab police 
officials (as well as representatives from the 
international community and other provincial 
police authorities) was established to sign off 
on the terms of reference, the methodology 
and receive and provide recommendations 
on the assessment findings. Setting up 
the structure, getting the political level 
agreement on the process, and establishing 
the methodology all took time. However, it 
has reflected the need to only go as fast as 
the Punjab Police authorities feel comfortable 
proceeding. This need to invest in a process 

approach builds on the lessons learned from 
the Swedish programme design mandate for 
community policing in Albania in 2010/2011, 
which resulted in the Swedish-Albania 
Community Policing Programme (SACP). 

The SACP, which was also the subject of a 
mid-term review by ISSAT in 2013, is in its final 
year, and Sweden requested ISSAT support 
in late 2014 to help them develop their next 

Photo Source: UN Photo / Evan Schneider

The Mandate in the Punjab 
underlines the importance of 
process management and 
structure as a means of facilitating 
greater ownership, acceptance of 
outcomes and sustainability.
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Photo Source: UN Photo / Marcus Bleasdale

stage of assistance. ISSAT replicated the 
iterative process used in the earlier mandate, 
but also brought in the experience it has 
built over the past five years on development 
of Theories of Change, establishing robust 
outcome indicators, and risk analysis and 
management for security and justice reform 
programmes. Of particular note from this 
mandate was the process to bring together the 
departments from the Albanian State Police 
(ASP), the Ministry of Interior (MoI) and Ministry 
of Justice (MoJ) responsible for strategic 
analysis, representatives from the Council of 
Ministers (which covers the National Strategy 
for Development and Integration), the National 
Statistics Office and companies undertaking 
national police satisfaction surveys, and civil 
society organisations in order to develop the 
outcome indicators. This approach will help to 
ensure that the new programme (“Strengthening 
Community Policing in Albania”) will also 
contribute to reinforcing national monitoring 
and evaluation processes and capacities, 
improving coordination, and capitalise 
on existing data collection activities. The 
programme proposal is entering the final stages 
of approval within the Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) and 
once released for tender, it will be added to 
ISSAT’s CoP Albania page. The final aspect of 
this mandate will be a lesson learning seminar, 
to be developed with Sida for the latter half of 
the year. It will draw together the experience 
from Albania, along with lessons from the 
Swedish assistance provided in Serbia and 
Moldova that ISSAT has also supported. 

In terms of technical specialisation, ISSAT 
has been further developing its expertise 
in performance audits of security forces’ 
internal control services. Building on the 
experience gained from an audit of the General 
Inspectorate of Public Security of the Burundian 
Police in 2014, ISSAT shared this experience 
with DCAF’s OPS III (Africa programme) who 
supported a sensitisation for the Department of 
Homeland Security in Niger on the importance 

of Inspectorate Services for accountability of 
the police. This will be followed by an audit of 
the General Inspectorate of the Gendarmerie 
of Mali, scheduled for mid-June 2015. 

Looking forward to the second half of the 
year, two of the AFS mandates that ISSAT is 
currently preparing also promise to provide 
excellent lesson-learning opportunities. In 
late June, ISSAT will deploy to Zimbabwe on 
a joint Swiss-EU mandate to document the 
experience of the Zimbabwe Peace and Security 
Programme (ZPSP). This is a Zimbabwean 
owned and driven organisation that has been 
doing pioneer work in the country to promote 
dialogue and consensual thinking on the way 
forward for potential security reforms. The 
mission will capture the lessons from ZPSP 
through a journalistic style research report, 
featuring videos and text, country profile and 
blog on the ISSAT CoP. It will also provide an 
internal assessment for ZPSP to feed into 
planning for the next phase of the programme. 

In September, ISSAT will deploy in support of 
UNDP to undertake a review of their community 
security programme in eastern Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (DRC). Given the UK’s 
extensive support to community policing over 
the past five years, it is anticipated that the 
Department for International Development 
(DFID) office in DRC will be intimately 
involved in the mission, and thus provide 
an opportunity to extract lessons on good 
practice for capitalising on the experience of 
other donors involved in the same sector. 

ISSAT brought in experience 
on development of Theories 
of Change, establishing robust 
outcome indicators, and risk 
analysis and management.
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he engagement in the Punjab 
underlines the extent to which 
political will is fluid and variable 

across an institution. Within the senior levels of 
the Punjab Police there were differing views on, 
and acceptance of, the assessment process. 
This was in part due to a lack of information 
being shared, clear direction from the top as to 
the approval of the assessment and concerns 
about how the results would reflect on the 
department and personnel responsible. The 
team also encountered challenges regarding 
who would sign off on such an assessment: 
whether it would be the police leadership 
itself or, given the influence the political 
level has on provincial policing, whether final 
sign off (and responsibility) needed to be 
taken at the provincial government level. 

In order to manage these challenges, the 
team needed to engage at all levels, present 

Albania and the Punjab: dealing with the politics  
of security and justice sector reform

Advisory Field Support

T

Photo Source: ISSAT / Mark Downes

the scoping mission report widely, and have 
access to the provincial government to 
ensure the police knew that they had political 
coverage to proceed. The mandate also 
highlighted the potential positive influence of 
former members of the police leadership. 

In the case of Punjab, these individuals knew 
the personalities, and having managed similar 
challenges, they could be strong advocates for 
change while understanding any reluctance that 
might be present. Acting as advisors to both 
UNODC and Norway, senior officials outside the 
current command structures provided invaluable 
insight to better understand the context, the 
challenges, and how to support decision 
making within the system. The Norwegian 
Ambassador and the UNODC Representative 
were also willing and actively engaged at the 
political level, which did much to reinforce the 
work being undertaken at a technical level.
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In Albania, the challenges of engaging at the 
political level had emerged as a key finding from 
the 2013 review of the implementation of the 
SACP. Although the sweeping changes in senior 
police personnel observed during the review 
(following a change in government) had ended 
by the time the new design process started, 
the uncertainty and lack of trust created by this 
remained. Moreover, political interference in 
the police by the MoI (extending to operational 
decision-making as well as human resources 
issues), was still seen as prevalent. 

This challenge would clearly affect the 
implementation of a new programme, and as 
such needed to be explicitly acknowledged by 
the MoI in order to be explicitly factored into 
the programme design and risk management. 
The team was able to introduce this sensitive 
issue by referencing observations made in 
an internal MoI/ASP report, which mitigated 
the risk of the team being seen as explicitly 
challenging the authority of the minister. 
In addition, by sharing the overview of the 

context early on in the process, the subsequent 
design was able to proceed from a common 
understanding by the MoI, ASP and the 
Swedish embassy of the issues at stake. 

Politicians often want fast, visible effects 
on the ground. However, whilst providing a 
short-term illustration that a government is 
engaged, these initiatives are rarely successful 
in producing sustainable improvements in 
service provision, and fail to acknowledge 
or address the long-term, slow-moving 
behavioural change needed to improve how 
security and justice services are delivered. 

The design process comprised multiple 
deployments to ensure that the MoI and ASP 
had time between missions to absorb and 
analyse preliminary observations, findings 
and recommendations as they emerged, as 
well as providing feedback. This helped to 
gradually build acceptance of the idea that the 
programme would flow from an analysis of 
what individual, community and institutional 
cultural changes were required to contribute 
to improved community safety and security. 

The team was also able to reflect the 
activity-based recommendations for the 
programme given by the MoI by ensuring 
that the programme proposal clearly laid out 
how these could contribute to the desired 
programme outcomes and what other areas the 
programme implementers would need to cover. 

Photo Source: UN Photo / G Accascina

Politicians want fast, visible effects 
on the ground, but often fail to 
acknowledge the long-term, slow-
moving behavioural change needed 
to improve how security and justice 
services are delivered.



POLICING AND POLICE REFORM 
E-LEARNING COURSE HIGHLIGHTS

TARGET AUDIENCE:  
Middle to senior level law enforcement officials 
and uniformed or civilian personnel working on 
SSR, police reform and/ or related issues such 
as justice reform, penal reform, defence reform, 
corrections, prosecution, governance and oversight 
within an international context, including in UN, 
EU or NATO missions or bilateral missions.

CONTENTS: 

• Roles and Models of an Effective Police Service
• Contextualising Police Reform
• Understanding the process of Police 

Reform (with an SSR approach)
• Police reform within the UN context.
 
Duration: 5-7 hours  Language: English 

Box 1.  Policing and Police Reform e-Learning Highlights
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Training and Capacity   
 Development

he training team’s primary focus at 
the start of this year has been the 
finalisation of the online course 

on Policing and Police Reform in Fragile 
Environments. The course is a collaborative 
effort between ISSAT, the United States Institute 
for Peace (USIP), Durham University and the 
Norwegian Police University College. The UN’s 
Police Division, including the Standing Police 
Capacity (SPC) has significantly contributed 
to the course. The course is focused on the 
role of a strategic police advisor within an 
international police reform context and is 
aimed at professionals involved in or who 
plan to get involved in supporting police 
reform. The course contents have now been 
finalised and the pilot course will be launched 
by the end of June 2015. More on the course 
highlights can be found in Box 1 below. 

At the end of 2014, ISSAT identified its key priorities 
and areas of focus in Training as follows:

1. Continuing to deliver high quality Level 2 advanced 
trainings on SSR and encouraging the inclusion of SSR 
modules into pre-existing training programmes; 

2. Refining existing online courses and developing new 
courses to meet the needs of Governing Board Members; 

3. Establishing a mechanism to track former training 
participants in order to assess the impact of 
trainings and to establish an alumni network.

The Training team’s second priority for 2015 
is to refine existing training material to ensure 
that they meet the needs of Governing Board 
Members. As such, ISSAT had begun an 
internal review process of its Level 2 training 
package. Following a series of After Action 
Reviews (AARs) held in the second half of 2014, 
ISSAT conducted a two-day brainstorming 
session in February 2015 aimed at refining the 
purpose, objectives and contents of its Level 2 
training. The revised format that resulted is a 
reflection of recent trends and developments 
in the field of security and justice sector 
reform and enables ISSAT to remain cutting 
edge in its support to reform processes. It 
also helps ISSAT maintain coherent synergies 
and cross-fertilisation among and between 
other service lines namely, AFS and A&O. The 
renewed Level 2 package is expected to be 
completed by the end of 2015. The modified 
agenda and call for change takes into account 
the following points, which reflect the underlying 
realities of security and justice sector reform:
 
• The diversity and multiplicity of 

the security and justice field;
• The high political sensitivity 

of institutional reform;
• The new level 2 trainings adopt a more 

fluid and flexible approach that breaks 
the stiff silos of sector-based approaches 
to security and justice reforms; 

T



Source: US Army in Africa / Rick Scavetta
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• The new agenda is predicated 
on a more robust mapping of the 
security and justice fields;

• Effective advising is factored in throughout 
the training in all of the modules. 

As in previous years, ISSAT has continued its 
collaboration with several peacekeeping training 
centres. In the first half of 2015, it delivered 
the SSR module within the Swiss Introductory 
Course on Peace Support Operations (ICPSO) 
and participated in the third Annual meeting of 
the European Association of Peace Operations 
Training Centres (EAPTC) in Vienna. 

In June 2015, following a request from 
the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Development, ISSAT will deliver 
a Level 2 Advanced SSR Course in French 
at the Ecole de Maintien de la Paix (EMP) 
in Bamako, Mali. The course received an 
unprecedented number of applications - over 
130 - highlighting the demand for ISSAT’s 
level 2 trainings, and more particularly, 
the need for SSR trainings in French. 

During the first half of 2015, ISSAT received a 
request from the Peace Support Operations 
Training Centre (PSOTC) in Bosnia-Herzegovina 
to support to their SSR trainings. Since 2012, 
Switzerland has sponsored a three-phased 
capacity development programme aimed at 
enabling PSOTC to design and deliver its own 
SSR trainings. In 2014, ISSAT entered into the 
third phase of its Swiss-supported capacity 
development programme with PSOTC. As 
part of this process, ISSAT provided guidance 
and mentoring to PSOTC facilitators who 

took the lead in designing and delivering 
their first independent SSR training. The two 
previous phases included the delivery of SSR 
trainings by ISSAT staff and the inclusion 
of PSOTC facilitators on ISSAT trainings 
respectively. Continuing its support to Phase 
3 of the programme, the Swiss Government 
has mandated ISSAT to provide support to 
the next PSOTC-led course on Peace Support 
Operations and SSR in September 2015.

Following a mandate from Norway received 
earlier in the year, ISSAT will also support 
the Bangladesh Institute for Peace Support 
Operations Training (BIPSOT) in the delivery 
of an Introductory Training on Peace Support 
Operations and SSR in August 2015. 

For the fifth year, ISSAT will provide support 
to police agencies from Australia, Canada, the 
Netherlands, Norway and the United Kingdom 
to run the Senior Strategic Advisors’ Masterclass 
on Police Reform in an International and SSR 
Context, which will be hosted by the Netherlands 
in Doorn from 4 to 15 October 2015. The aim of 
the Police Masterclass is to train senior police 
officers to prepare them for management and 
leadership positions in bilateral and multilateral 
police assistance missions, and to help 
participants place their police experience into 
an international and political context. A review 
of alumni from this course has highlighted that 
many have gone on to serve in senior posts in 
the UN, EU, and as part of bilateral programmes. 

An emerging trend in this year’s training 
activities seems to be the broadening of 
ISSAT’s training audiences following a number 
of new Members and partners requesting 
trainings such as the Visegrad Group, EU, IDB, 
BIPSOT and with Norway. Overall, ISSAT has 
already completed five trainings in the first 
five months of 2015, as compared to three 
during the same period the previous year. 
Ten additional trainings are confirmed for the 
second half of 2015, reflecting the continually 
growing audience and appetite for ISSAT’s 
trainings on security and justice sector reform. 

ISSAT provided guidance and 
mentoring to PSOTC facilitators 
who took the lead in designing and 
delivering their first independent 
SSR training.



ENHANCING TOOLS: TOP 10 PROGRAMMING TOOLS

To meet the demand for practical tools, 
ISSAT has put together a publication on 
Top 10 Programming Tools for Security 
and Justice Sector Reform. First released 
at the Level 2 Advanced Course on SSR, 
the publication was snapped up, and 
has been equally well received by the 
DCAF-ISSAT online CoP, as well as other 

general visitors to the website. Downloaded 112 times, 
with 146 unique views to the hosting page within the first 
week of its launch via DCAF-ISSAT’s Weekly Digest, it 

currently stands within the top ten pages visited on the 
ISSAT website. This collection includes the following: 
PESTLES Analysis, Results Based Management (RBM), 
Stakeholder Analysis, Power/Interest Matrix, Conflict 
Mapping, the CIS Framework, Effects Estimate, SWOT 
Analysis, Organisation Mapping, and Gap Analysis. The 
publication provides a brief overview of each tool with 
references to ISSAT’s online versions and to other resources 
elsewhere. In this way, practitioners can easily access tools 
that have been used time and time again for various phases 
of security and justice sector reform programming such 
as strategic planning, organisational change, capacity and 
programme development, and writing research reports. 

May 2015

for Security and Justice Sector Reform

Developed by DCAF / ISSAT

TOOLS
PROGRAMMING
TOP 10

Box 2.  Enhancing Tools: Top 10 Programming Tools
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Knowledge Services

SSAT’s most significant focus in 
the first half of this year has been 
the redesign of the ISSAT website, 

which was launched on 4 May 2015. It features 
a range of enhancements in usability and 
visual design. A notable change is the new 
organization of content, now structured under 
the LEARN and SHARE sections, replacing 
the old CoP area of the site – this helps guide 
users around key actions on the website and 
represents a significant usability improvement. 

The new website is organised in a Responsive 
Grid design, which works on all devices 
(including mobiles and tablets) and creates 
a better visual structure to organise the 
content on each page, helping with user 
retention and comprehension. A statistical 
analysis (from Google Analytics) reveals 
that in comparison with the same period 
last year (4-27 May 2015 compared to the 
same period in 2014), the website has seen 
marked progress across a range of metrics.

To date, ISSAT has built a solid foundation for its Knowledge 
Services based on: learning from practical experience, a 
web-based knowledge sharing platform, and a diverse CoP 
with some 2,300 members. The priorities for 2015 are:

1. Enhancing support for using, capturing, and 
documenting learning from experience;

2. Enhancing tools for security and justice assessments, 
programme design and evaluations;

3. Making ISSAT’s methodology and supporting 
tools easier to access and use.

With regards to providing learning from 
experience, ISSAT has launched a Principles 
in Practice series on the website to document 
positive lessons on some of the key 
characteristics for success in security and 
justice sector reform programming. The 
series has kicked off with Local Ownership, 
and will be followed over the summer with 
Political Engagement. By the end of the 
year, Sustainability completes a trio for this 
year. Each section of the series highlights 
lessons drawn from ISSAT mandates, and 
showcases case studies illustrating good 
practice. ISSAT has also provided support to 
Members to capture and disseminate their 
lessons – such as the lessons from Ireland’s 
support to security and justice reform. 

I
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Advocacy and Outreach

ndoubtedly the major A&O event in 
2014 was the Africa Forum on SSR 
held in Addis in November. Following 

on from this, discussions have already taken 
place with the AU with regard to a second 
Africa Forum on SSR, to take place in 2016. 
An initial indication of whether the second 
Forum has been accepted into the AU calendar 
of events for 2016 will be given in July.

Support to national policy has continued 
this year with several visits to Germany for 
various workshops and sensitisations as 
Germany re-engages ever more closely with 
the wider SSR agenda. Additionally, a cross-
government workshop was conducted with 
Norway to build on their national SSR policy 
work, which ISSAT assisted with last year. 

On international policy, ISSAT contributed to 
the workshop on Inclusive Transitions held 
by the Institute for Integrated Transition (IFIT) 
(see Box 3). Through its capital visits to the UN 
in New York as well as to the Standing Police 
Capacity, and the Justice and Corrections 
Standing Capacity in Brindisi, ISSAT has 
identified a number of opportunities to assist 
the implementation of the policies of these 
international bodies by helping to develop tools 
and training modules to strengthen security 

Advocacy and Outreach (A&O) priorities identified for 
2015 focus on three areas, in addition to ISSAT’s now 
standard annual Governing Board meeting, capital visits, 
and an increasing plethora of sensitisation briefings, 
seminars and presentations. These focus areas are:

1. Supporting the outcomes and areas of consensus resulting 
from the Africa Forum on SSR, including support to national, 
regional and international policy development processes; 

2. Continuing further capital visits to raise awareness of 
ISSAT service lines, strengthen the whole-of-government 
approach, and identify areas where Members can 
maximise their value to SSR. This will include moving 
forward on requests for cross-government workshops, 
as well as assisting with national policy development; 

3. Strengthening relations with and support to defence 
and police communities to enhance their awareness and 
understanding of SSR, as part of their long-term career 
education and shorter-term pre-deployment preparations 
to peacekeeping and peace-building missions.

and justice sector reform programming. 
Work has also started on assisting both the 
Netherlands and Slovakia with how to best 
prioritise security and justice sector reform 
during their presidencies of the EU in 2016.

Capital visit demands from Governing Board 
Members have increased since last year. 
This year ISSAT has conducted very fruitful 
meetings with Austria, Ireland, OSCE, UN and 
the UK. The UK-mandated review of security and 
justice reform programming has given ISSAT 
a good opportunity to rekindle relations with 
a number of countries and the opportunities 
to explore new ones. Planning is underway to 
conduct capital visits for the second half of 
the year to Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland, 
and Brussels (EU), as well as to Washington, 
and to look at potential openings with 
non-Members. ISSAT will also visit Austria 
again in September to provide input to an initial 
cross-government meeting to help exchange 
information on SSR between ministries.

U

ISSAT identified opportunities 
to assist the implementation of 
policies by developing tools and 
training to strengthen security 
and justice sector reform 
programming.
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INCLUSIVE TRANSITIONS

Today, transition countries are mainly fragile 
states, where social fracture is high and 
institutional maturity to deal with fracture is 
low. Fractures in society are accentuated during 
transitions, and correspondingly, transitions 
are understandably more precarious. 

Much is demanded of state institutions during 
transitions and this usually happens at the 
same time as there is a vacuum in power. 

So whilst long term institutional capacity 
matters a lot for stability, during the short term 
nature of a transition period, when institutional 
capacity is low, it is the creation of a social 
covenant that in fact matters most. 

While a social contract (between state and society) 
provides a formal mechanism for relations between 
the state and society (e.g. a constitution) on 

how to move forward during a transition, what 
is often missing is a social covenant (horizontal 
agreement across society). A social covenant is 
broader than a political settlement as it includes 
elements like cultural identity and agreeing on the 
‘rules of the game’. From a security and justice 
sector reform perspective, focusing on local 
ownership through inclusiveness is therefore 
crucial for surviving the transitional phase.

Many structural issues disincentivise inclusiveness 
however, and hinder successful transition – in 
Syria for example it is easier to stay in power 
through exclusive use of power; in the Middle 
East the power of new media has facilitated the 
transition but has not been present in the help 
to identify the way forward beyond transition.

These issues were raised during the IFIT workshop.  
Their framework study on transitions will be 
released later this year.  See further details on 
their website: http://www.ifit-transitions.org/

Box 3.  Inclusive Transitions

Advocacy and Outreach
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THE MILITARY CONTRIBUTION TO SSR

This year has seen a greater demand on ISSAT’s 
A&O services to provide briefings and input on 
the military contribution to SSR. As NATO pulls 
out combat troops from Afghanistan, and lessons 
are gathered, there is a growing reflection among 
major donor militaries regarding how to best 
support a wider security and justice sector reform 
effort. This year, ISSAT has contributed to:

• Briefing to the Irish Military Staff College
• AFRICOM Workshop on Defence Institution Building
• Briefing to the annual visit to Geneva 

of the German Defence Academy 
• Workshops with the Irish Military College on 

The Role of Defence Forces in SSR, and for 
the Irish Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade on SSR in Post-Conflict Countries

• African Union DDR Training Conference
• Expert Workshop Perspectives on a 

National Framework for Action: Whole 
of Government Approach in preparation 
for the German Defence Policy

• Seminar on the Military Contribution to SSR 
as part of support to 1 German-Netherlands 
Corps annual Exercise Common Effort

• Briefing to the Deputy Chief of Staff 
of the Finnish Defence Forces

• SSR presentation to a delegation of 
the French Military Staff College

Box 4.  The Military Contribution to SSR

Advocacy and Outreach
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Finances

SSAT started 2015 with a transitory 
of core funds of 713’302 CHF, as well 
as project funds from France and 

Switzerland for activities carried over from 2014 
of a total of 90’249 CHF. The transitory of core 
funds was crucial to cover expenditure during 
the first quarter of the year until further core 
funding was disbursed by Members in 2015. 

Agreements have been reached with all 
core funding Members on contributions 
for 2015. ISSAT expects a total of 
approximately 2’075’000 CHF, however the 
exact amount will depend on the exchange 
rate at the time of disbursement by 
Members who pay in foreign currencies. 

In addition to core funding, ISSAT is also 
expecting project funds from several 
donors for a total of approximately 254’000 
CHF. This amount may increase if ISSAT 
concludes additional project funding 
agreements with Members. Box 5 shows 
the total estimated income for 2015.

I
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Income

Received to date Estimate 31.12.2015 Total

Transitory 2014

Core  713’302 —  713’302 

Project - France - SSR Review  48’087 —  48’087 

Project - Switzerland - SDC 
Backstopping Honduras

 2’503 —  2’503 

Project - Switzerland - South Sudan 
sensitization workshops

 39’659 —  39’659 

Subtotal Transitory  803’552 —  803’552 

Core Funding

Ireland —  156’000  156’000 

Netherlands  225’000  225’000  450’000 

Norway  185’644  183’881  369’525 

Slovakia  6’080 —  6’080 

Sweden —  280’000  280’000 

Switzerland  450’000 —  450’000 

United Kingdom —  364’000  364’000 

Subtotal Core Funding  866’723  1’208’881  2’075’604 

Project Funding

Austria - ESDC Core Course —  20’000  20’000 

Finland - Level 2 Training —  30’871  30’871 

Sweden - Albania Police —  19’915  19’915 

Switzerland - ICPSO Training —  8’932  8’932 

Switzerland - OSCE Kosovo —  20’000  20’000 

Switzerland - PSOTC —  13’000  13’000 

Switzerland - SDC Backstopping Honduras  70’500  71’049  141’549 

Subtotal Project Funding  70’500  183’767  254’267 

Total Income  1’740’775  1’392’648  3’133’422 

Box 5.  Total estimated income 2015  (as of 1 June 2015) – All amounts in Swiss Francs (CHF)

Finances
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t this point, it is not possible 
for ISSAT to estimate the 
total expenditure for the year 

2015 as this will entirely depend on 
the mandates requested by Members 
during the second half of the year. 

However, expenditure to date (1 June 
2015) is presented in Box 6, per service 
line. The total expenditure to date is of 
904’626 CHF. Note that these figures 
include salaries from January to May only, 
and partial activity costs until May. 

A Expenditure

Total to date

Service Line

Advisory Field Support  135’403 

Knowledge Services  49’976 

Training and Capacity Building  64’614 

Advocacy and Outreach  21’490 

Human Resources  614’312 

Administrative Costs  18’831 

Total Expenditure  904’626 

Box 6.  Expenditure to date (as of 1 June 2015) – All amounts in Swiss Francs (CHF)

Challenges and Way Forward

iscussions on funding for 2016 
and subsequent years will begin 
with Members in the second half of 

2015. As in previous years, core contributions 
will remain crucial to ensure the sustainability 
of ISSAT, and to enable annual financial 
and activity planning. ISSAT will submit a 
multi-year Action Plan and Budget 2016-2019 
to Members around September 2015, which will 
be discussed during ISSAT’s annual Governing 
Board meeting in December 2015. This 
meeting will also be the occasion to discuss 
future financial support from Members. 

However, ISSAT would like Governing Board 
Members to start considering their future 
contributions as early as possible, and the 
establishment of multi-year funding agreements, 
ideally in Swiss francs and for the period 
2016-2019. In order to limit additional reporting 
and administrative costs, and to increase 
flexibility, ISSAT would like to recommend core 
contributions rather that project funding. 

D

Photo Source: UN Photo / Emmanuel Tobey

Finances
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ISSAT Capacity

n the first quarter of the year, 
ISSAT has recruited four talented 
individuals (from Australia, 

Brazil, Chile and the Maldives) to fill in the 
positions which were recently left vacant. 

Rodrigo Amorim now holds the position of 
Designer and Developer, and is focusing 
mainly on the development of ISSAT’s new 
website and on the management of the CoP. 

Mirko Fernandez has joined the team as 
an SSR Officer, and is mainly providing 
support to ISSAT’s AFS team. Patrick 
Hagan joined in February as SSR Advisor 
and Guidance Coordinator. He provides 
strong SSR expertise, especially in the 
development of ISSAT’s methodology tools. 

Finally, Iman Simon has joined the team 
as a Project Assistant. She provides 
cross-cutting support on the preparation 
of activities and mandates. To complete 
the team, ISSAT and Germany are currently 
conducting a selection process to recruit 
one SSR Officer or SSR Advisor. This person 
will be fully seconded by Germany. 

Together with the staff recruited at the 
end of 2014, the new team members are 
now fully operational, and ISSAT can thus 
continue to provide its Members with a solid 
and diverse range of knowledge and skills. 
In 2015, ISSAT continues to profit from the 
expertise of its roster of SSR experts who 
provide additional and specific resources. 
To date, nine roster members have supported 
six AFS and Training mandates, in addition 
to the support provided during several A&O 
activities. Several roster members have 
also provided valuable contributions to 
the CoP and the development of ISSAT’s 
latest online training course on Policing and 
Police Reform in Fragile Environments. 

In order to continue and develop the skills 
and capacity of the team, ISSAT is already 
planning to conduct various capacity building 
events for staff in the second half of the year. 
A workshop on Results-Based Management is 
currently under preparation, as well as security 
training for deployable staff. Finally, ISSAT’s 
Designer and Developer will undergo specific 
technical training to support the continuous 
development of ISSAT’s online platform. 

I
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Performance    
  Management

o help ensure that ISSAT operates 
in a way that delivers high 
quality products and services 

to its Members, the ISSAT performance 
management approach focuses on three 
priority areas that are under its direct control: 
building its own strong human resource 
capacity; ensuring financial accountability; and 
developing efficient and effective processes. 
In addition, it focuses on understanding the 
extent to which ISSAT products and services 
are delivering value to its Members. 

In view of the fact that only limited feedback 
data has been received to date, a full report 
on ISSAT’s performance will be provided 
in the Annual Report 2015, which will be 
sent out in November, in advance of the 
Annual Governing Board meeting. 

Receiving feedback from Members on 
completion of mandates/activities is critical 
to ISSAT’s Performance Management 
approach, and as part of a process of 
continuous enhancement ISSAT is continually 
exploring and implementing new measures 
and methods for data collection.

Please note that the Annual Survey to 
gather Members’ views on performance 
will be sent out in September. 

T
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Way Forward

SSAT is looking forward to a diversity 
of mandates which will take place in 
the second half of the year, including 

a potential first mandate for ISSAT in Ukraine. 
For all mandates, ISSAT will continue to use 
and develop practical tools for its Members 
and the wider community of SSR practitioners.

Work has already started on drafting a four-year 
Action Plan and Budget for 2016-2019, and to 
assist in the development of the Action Plan, 
ISSAT will hold a Core Funders Group meeting 
in Geneva on 17 June 2015. Areas which will 
be explored will include: ISSAT’s added value, 
areas or services not currently covered by ISSAT, 
or that have ceased to be as relevant in today’s 
arena of justice and security sector reform. 
The draft Action Plan and Budget 2016-2019 
will be sent to Governing Board Members in 
the autumn, for final approval during the annual 
Governing Board meeting in December 2015. 

Following the recent signature of a 
Memorandum of Understanding with UNOPS on 
a future collaboration and support, ISSAT hopes 
to further reinforce its partnership with the 
United Nations in the second half of the year. 

I
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Annex A –  
  List of Known Activities

Mandator Mandate / Activity Dates

Switzerland (SDC) Backstopping Mission – Support to SDC Honduras 2013 – 2015

Sweden Police Cooperation in Albania (Phase II) Sep 2014 – Feb 2015

Switzerland Inputs on JSSR to AfDB Country Assessments Sep 2014 – Dec 2015

UNSOM Puntland – Capacity Building of Civilian Oversight Dec 2014 – Nov 2015

EU / Switzerland Zimbabwe Peace and Security Programme – Lesson Learning Jan – Aug 2015

France Review of French SSR Programme in West Africa Feb – Nov 2015

Norway / UNDOC Assessment of Punjab Police Training Feb – Dec 2015

EU Support in SSR to EUD Guinea Bissau 2 – 18 Mar 2015

Norway NORLAM Justice Conference 3 – 5 Mar 2015

OSCE Assessment of the Law Enforcement Development Programme, Kosovo Jan – Dec 2015

Support to DCAF Niger Police Inspectorate workshop 25 Apr – 1 May 2015

Sweden JSSR Mapping in Ukraine May – Jun 2015

Support to DCAF Audit of the Gendarmerie Inspectorate in Mali 14 – 22 Jun 2015

UNDP Programme Design Process in Pacific Island Countries (PIC) Jul – Aug 2015

UNDP Evaluation of UNDP Community Policing Project in DRC Sep 2015

Advisory Field Support

(As at 1 June 2015)

Box 7.  AFS Activities
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Mandator Mandate / Activity Dates

— ESDC Executive Academic Board Meeting 24 Feb 2015

Finland Level 2 SSR Course (ESDC) 8 – 13 Mar 2015

Austria ESDC Core Course 15 – 20 Apr 2015

— EAPTC meeting 21 – 23 Apr 2015

Slovakia Visegrad 4 – SSR Course 22 – 24 Apr 2015

Switzerland ICPSO Course 30 Apr – 1 May 2015

EU EU SSR Comprehensive Approach Training 21 May 2015

France French Level 2 Training, Mali 1 – 5 Jun 2015

— D,M&E for Peacebuilding, Security and Development Training 13 – 17 Jul 2015

Norway SSR/PSO Training BIPSOT 18 – 20 Aug 2015

Switzerland Inter-American Development Bank SSR Training Aug 2015

AUS, NO,CA,
UK,NL

Police Master Class 2015 4 – 16 Oct 2015

Austria ESDC Core Course (II) 5 – 10 Oct 2015

Norway JSSR Training 19 – 23 Oct 2015

Switzerland Level 2 Advanced Training Nov 2015

Mandator Mandate / Activity Dates

— AFRICOM – Workshop on Defence Institution Building 17 – 18 Feb 2015

Norway Cross Government SSR Seminar 24 – 25 Feb 2015

— International Conference on Inclusive Transitions 23 Apr 2015

Germany Conference on Launching SSR Policy 4 May 2015

Ireland Workshop on Defence Forces and SSR 5 May 2015

Ireland Workshop on SSR in Post-conflict Contexts 6 May 2015

AU AU DDR Conference 11 – 12 May 2015

Germany Expert Workshop “Perspectives on a National Framework 
for Action: Whole of Government Approach”

19 May 2015

Germany Ex Common Effort 19 – 21 May 2015

CEPOL Presentation to CEPOL Centre of Excellence 8 Jun 2015

NL / UK Event on Genuine Engagement of the political elite 18 Jun 2015

Training

Advocacy and Outreach

Mandator Mandate / Activity Dates

UK International Security and Justice Programming Review 18 Mar – 2 Jun 2015

Knowledge Services

Box 8.  Training  Activities

Box 9.  A&O  Activities

Box 10.  Knowledge Services  Activities

Annex A - List of Activities
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Annex B – 
 Training Calendar

Mandator Location Training Dates

Finland Helsinki European Security & Defence College Core Course on SSR 8 – 13 Mar

Austria Stadtschlaining European Security & Defence College Core Course on SSR 15 – 23 Apr

Slovakia Bratislava Visegrad 4 Introductory Level 1 Training on SSR 22 – 24 Apr

Switzerland Stans Introductory Course on Peace Support Operations 30 Apr – 1 May

EU Devco Brussels Training Course on Fragility, Security and 
Development in the context of EU external action

19 – 21 May

France Bamako Advanced Level 2 Training on SSR 1 – 5 Jun

Geneva Design, Monitoring and Evaluation Training for 
Peacebuilding, Security and Development

13 – 17 Jul

Switzerland Washington DC Inter-American Development Bank Training 3 – 4 Aug

Norway Dhaka SSR in Peace Support Operations Training 18 – 20 Aug

NL / NOR / UK Doorn Police Master Class 4 – 16 Oct

Switzerland Sarajevo PSOTC SSR in Peace Support Operations Training 21 – 25 Sep

Austria Stadtschlaining European Security & Defence College Core Course on SSR 7 – 15 Oct

Norway Oslo Norway Advanced Level 2 Security & Justice Training 19 – 23 Oct

Netherlands The Hague Advanced Level 2 Training on SSR Early / End Oct

Switzerland Stans Advanced Level 2 Training on SSR Nov

Training Calendar
Box 11.  Training Calendar
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THE INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SECTOR ADVISORY TEAM
THE GENEVA CENTRE FOR THE DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF ARMED FORCES

Providing operational support
to reinforce the international

community's security and justice
reform capacity

THE INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
SECTOR ADVISORY TEAM (ISSAT)

THE GENEVA CENTRE FOR THE 
DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF ARMED FORCES

CONTACT US

WEBSITE:   WWW.DCAF.CH TELEPHONE:  +41 (0)22 730 9400
FAX:   +41 (0)22 730 9405
E-MAIL:   ISSAT@DCAF.CH
WEBSITE:   HTTP://ISSAT.DCAF.CH
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